
Learning 3D representation of a single image is
challenging. Previous works either seek image
annotation or 3D supervision to learn meaningful factors
or employ a StyleGAN-like framework for image
synthesis. We combine the advantages of both
frameworks and propose an image disentanglement
method based on 3D representation.

ABSTRACT

Learning 3D representation of an image, e.g. the 3D
shape and the texture, is important for many real-world
applications in image synthesis and augmented reality. [1]
creates high-quality 2D images by unsupervised learning
but lacks the correspondence for property. [2] uses 3D
models templates and key points in images to learn the
disentanglement of different factors, while [3] and [4]
learns 3D representation of an object by explicitly
providing 3D supervisions.

In Fig. 2, the reconstruction branch gets the deformed mesh and generate images in different views by [5]. The
disentangling branch learns the transformation of texture. We learn the network through optimizing the reconstruction
branch with the typical perceptual loss [6] and reconstruction loss, and the disentangling branch with the silhouette loss
and the style loss [6]. By explicitly using a 3D mesh representation, our method can generate novel views with consistent
geometry as shown in Fig. 3 (a). Results in Fig. 3 (b) demonstrate our method can achieve an disentanglement of
textures and shapes even without any supervision. Fig. 1 shows that our method can achieve interpolation of factors.

METHODS CONCLUSION

In this work, we present a novel approach to learn 3D
representation from a single image. Our method can
disentangle different factors of the 3D representation,
which enables interesting applications, like texture
remapping, pose editing and object replacement in an
image. Results demonstrate our method can achieve
plausible 3D factor disentanglement by exploring
constraints between generated images as supervisions. In
the future, we will deploy our method in more
challenging scenarios, like novel image synthesis based
on product images in shopping websites and room
refurnishing based on a user image.
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Figure 2: The pipeline of our framework. Black arrows show the reconstruction branch, while brown arrows give the
disentangling branch for shape and texture disentanglement.

Figure 2:Applications of our method. (a) Our method can reconstruct textured shape of an input image and use it to
generate consistent novel view images. (b) Our method can help image editing by explicitly swapping the shape
factors or texture factors so that images with novel textures and shapes can be generated.
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Figure 1: Interpolation of factors. The first column is
the input image, the second column is the reconstructed
image, and the subsequent columns represent the
gradual change of a certain factor which ends with the
image in the last column. The first row is for shape,
while the second row is for texture.


